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Teddy bears fascinate both the young and the young at heart, and here is a book of projects to

appeal to each and every member of the family. There are whimsical designs that celebrate every

occasion, from a teddy bear sampler to welcome a new arrival, a birthday banner and greetings

cards, to a patchwork sewing set and personalized recipe book cover The beauty of antique teddy

bears is captured in a personalized heirloom Christmas stocking that can be accompanied by some

very special Christmas tree decorations. A series of teddy bear pictures celebrate friendships,

gardening, country style and grandchildren.
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Joan Elliott's designs have been enchanting cross stitch enthusiasts around the world for years.

She is a leading designers for well-known kit manufacturers Design Works Crafts Inc. Her debut

book, A Cross Stitcher's Oriental Odyssey was also published by David and Charles. Joan uses her

own small collection of vintage teddy bears and memorabilia as a source of inspiration. She spends

much of her summer in Vermont, New England, where she continues to design and also takes time

to explore country auctions and antique shops. Joan lives and works in Brooklyn, New York.

Anyone who knows cross stitch, knows Joan Elliott and this book of Teddies delivers! Everything

you know, love and expect from Joan Elliot comes through on every page with every design. She

never lets us stitcher's down with her beautiful talent with a huge array of different sweet and cuddly

faces of these teddies. Several large and involved designs as well as plenty of smaller ones for

cards and bibs and such. This is one of my number one books I reach for when I'm in a teddy bear



mood!

Have enjoyed stichinges the bears.

Love it. The patterns are so detailed and nicely done.

Very pleased

Can't wait to start stitching some of the products. I love Joan Elliot designs can't get enough of her

work

The book is very nice and the shipment arrived to my house in excellent conditions.

Great book I ordered this one for a friend as we couldn't buy it in Australia

There is not enough complimentary words to describe just how wonderful this cross stitch book truly

is.!! Jammed packed full of gorgeous Bear patterns this book will delight any Bear Stitcher from

young to old.Joan Elliott has to be my all time favourite Cross Stitch Designer. She is able to put

together so many factors in her designs, color, cuteness, variety, detail, while still making the

patterns easy enough to read and stitch for Beginners, yet intricate enough to keep us advance

stitchers interested.The ooh's and ahh's, kept coming with every turn of the page, I was just soo

happy and excited when looking through this book that I could hardly contain my excitement.!There

isnt a single pattern in this book that I didnt love. This wonderful book of bear patterns will keep me

in stitches for many years to come.I can highly recommend this book to everyone. It is truely worth

the money and will be a heirloom for decades to come. These timeless teddy patterns will be a

favourite with all.Get this book and fall in love with the adorable bears designed by the worlds

greatest designer (in my opinion!) Joan Elliott.
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